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Presenter
Presentation Notes
“Please allow me to introduce myself……” Who am I? Quests, Game Magic, “Howard’s Law of Occult Game Design,” lead designer Arcana



Turn it Up to 11

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This is a talk about turning your game up to 11 . . . 



Presenter
Presentation Notes
… infusing it with abyssal fires: the moment when Simon Belmont’s whip lights up with incandescent flames.  



Double LP



Force and Fire: A Double LP

● Side A: In the Beginning is the Song
● Side B: The Song Spawns the Word
● Side C: The Word Forges the World
● Side D: The Mechanics Energize the World

Presenter
Presentation Notes
A fourfold process, imagined as a double LP, for making your game more metal.



Cyclical & Intertwined

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The process is not linear or one-way, but rather cyclical and intertwined.  Because metal is an experience, a descriptor for a type of world and the systems that comprise it, you do not have to start with audio (and, in fact, a game with minimal or no audio could still be metal).  You could start with a mechanical idea first, or an art style, or a story element and, as long as the experience is brutally sublime, broodingly Gothic, magically rebellious . . . then it is metal.  



In the Beginning Is the Song



Presenter
Presentation Notes
But, historically, the music come first.  The term “heavy metal” originates in Steppenwolf’s “Born to be Wild,” alluding to a category of elements in the periodic table.  “I like smoke and lightning, heavy metal thunder.”  The song, used prominently in the film Easy Rider, cemented a powerful association between heavy metal and the countercultures state of mind of both hippies and bikers, which is all about breaking free of societal restraints.  



Moonlight Sonata: Metal is a State of Mind

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Metal is an experience, a state of mind, an attitude.  Beethoven’s Moonlight Sonata is metal before the term exists through its passion, its intensity, its sweeping grandeur.  Audio clip of Mumm playing it: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=NdYNo6WvSYE 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=NdYNo6WvSYE





Metal is a Crossroads

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Of influences: blues, classical.  Of culture: Europe, Africa, Southern America by way of the blues.  Of time: ancient, medieval, 19th century, 20th and 21st https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=GtDlZdhHRCI






Presenter
Presentation Notes
And those experiences comprise many sub-genres and associated sub-experiences.    



Metal is Magic: Magic is Energy

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Apotropaic gesture of magic: warding off or casting the evil eye.  Metal, like magic, is greater than the sum of its parts.  So is narrative.  



Riff

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Metal experiences are powered by riffs: driving rhythmic motifs, powerful and repeated melodies that are instantly memorable and addictive. In games, riffs resemble narrative pacing and with forward movement along a critical path, as well as the addictive grind of a core mechanic.  (Potential example: Eternal Descent, Metal Heroes)






Modus Diaboli

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Riffs often revolve around the Devil’s Interval: the tritone: dissonance that sound evil yet harmonious.  The Devil’s Interval is like the horrific, disturbing, and grotesque elements that provoke fascination with our fictive worlds.






The Solo

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Riffs provide contrast to solos: bursts of virtuosic, often neoclassically influenced melody (cf. all Castlevania music).  Delicate beauty amid the violent and horrific.  The power of metal is in its contrasts. 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=tgkxSkF7QOU





The Song Spawns the Word



Presenter
Presentation Notes
Particular types of metal generate particular styles of lyrics, as in procedural generation. Songs generate words through musical energy, which inspires us to seek similar effects through writing.  



Presenter
Presentation Notes
Songs inspire us to create Gothic, romantic, purple prose and sweeping, grandiose poetry.  It’s a feedback loop: the energy of these words helps us to build a world, and the world inspires us to write more words.  



Presenter
Presentation Notes
Case in point: Paradise Lost is the ultimate metal poem.  A Twitter bot randomly quoting form Book II of Paradise Lost can create song titles and lyrics that sound more metal than metal. The key is that these mythologies and the worldview they imply are a machine, a generator.  Their very situation generates a dizzying array of stories: “his dark materials to create new worlds.”



Presenter
Presentation Notes
The figure of the fallen rebel angel is a heavy metal archetype, though as much Icarus as Lucifer (and Prometheus Bound/Unbound).  They are signs and portents, foreshadowing the figure of …



Raziel, Who Was Cast Down

Presenter
Presentation Notes
… Raziel from Soul Reaver 2, who is the ultimate metal game protagonist as a well as an archetypal representation of game developers and of the narrative designer in the larger enterprise of game development.  Amy Hennig deliberately fuels herself with Milton’s Paradise Lost, Gnosticism, Kabbalah, and Lovecraft.  These influences function as a machine, a generator that inspires her glorious and unfettered prose. 



The World Generates Tales

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The world implies a story.  Having built up a haunted world of blasted heaths, black magicians, tyrannical gods, and rebel angels, narrative designers can allow the Gothic logic of these worlds to function as machines that generate stories, either individually authored or player-generated through emergence.  In this Soul Reaver 2 Timeline created by Zarf (which spans pages), we see the machine at work, like a spinning jenny, spinning and weaving together threads of narrative out of the initial scenario, moving pieces around the board.  



Presenter
Presentation Notes
This world and the tales it generates (rebellion of fallen angels) is compelling to metal musicians, game designers, & game writers because it dramatizes the conflict between energy and reason. Constant reminders to reign in, trim, and restrain our prose as game writers have left us hobbled, trapped in our own mind-forged manacles.  A little sturm und drang goes a long way, but metal can remind us of the need to unleash.  Our players will thank us for it. 



Presenter
Presentation Notes
Energy in the Blakean sense is that which exceeds boundaries placed by reason. The key word is unfettered.  We have been taught in countless workshops and articles that it is our job as game writers to be self-deprecating, to rein in our deathless prose, to sacrifice our darlings to the good of the overall product.  And, while it’s certainly possible to write bloated prose, we do ourselves and our games a disservice by restraining our imaginations too much.



Pawns of the False God Drew, Who Hates 
Dark Souls

Presenter
Presentation Notes
If we do restrain ourselves too much, we become beaten down, trammeled, fettered by false gods who consign us to the late stages of design, desperately patching up mechanical holes with textual patches.  Our role is understood as that of a scribe, a slave who produces words to specification and is exiled from a more integrated understanding of narrative design.  We become . . . 



Presenter
Presentation Notes
But we don’t have to be this.  In addition to the long soliloquies of Soul Reaver 2, Darkest Dungeon is an example of just how metal a game can become when game writers move from being [as animation changes] 1) a marginalized and downtrodden scribes 2) inspired seers who lets loose, embracing their Gothic roots by way of their metal heritage and 3) taking charge of the task of narrative design through a more holistic role.  



“Darkness closes in, haunting the hearts of men.”
“And now... the darkness holds dominion – black as 
death.”
“Teetering on the brink, facing the abyss...”
“As life ebbs, terrible vistas of emptiness reveal 
themselves.”

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Bursts of blackened prose (rhythmic bursts, like the riff) pervade the game, deftly intertwined with mechanics.  This writing is consistently dark, constantly poetic, and changes in response to many gameplay states (characters taking damage, becoming psychologically stressed, being dismissed, fighting a boss).  The Narrator is a (the?) central character, and fans appreciate the writing and voice-acting to the point that an entire Wiki page catalogs the narrator’s barks exhaustively. 



● “You will arrive along the old road. It winds with a troubling, 
serpent-like suggestion through the corrupted countryside. 
Leading only, I fear to ever more tenebrous places. There is a 
sickness in the ancient pitted cobbles of the old road and on its 
writhing path you will face viciousness, violence, and perhaps 
other damnably transcendent terrors. So steel yourself and 
remember: there can be no bravery without madness. The old 
road will take you to hell, but in that gaping abyss we will find 
our redemption.”

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Sometimes the narrator even indulges in a solo



The Word Forges a Vision of the World



Then The Word reveals a Vision

Presenter
Presentation Notes
In keeping with the meta-narrative of rebelling against the shackles of conformity, the album covers of classic heavy metal albums are inspired by music/lyrics and imply worlds that are unified by particular feelings of haunting, demonic possession, resurrection, rebellion. 



Presenter
Presentation Notes
The key here is that the music and art of Iron Maiden are effectively functioning as a machine for creating narrative based on a set of implied constraints about how the universe works.  The lyrics don’t have a plot for the most part, but the music somehow inspires the artist to create one based on the internal mythology of Iron Maiden.  



Presenter
Presentation Notes
This proliferating, ever-expanding universe of internally consistent lore very naturally provides a world for games inspired by Iron Maiden, starting with the unofficial but revealingly named Powerslave, the official FPS Ed Hunter, and a recent widely popular mobile game, which features Eddie in myriad incarnations and settings derived from the combination of song, lyrics, and album covers.  



Presenter
Presentation Notes
What is required here is not just art but art direction, art in the style of a certain something: of album covers, posters, t-shirts.  Derik Riggs & Pushead (actual tshirt illustrators for Iron Maiden and Metallica respectively), but also . . . Skinner, Florian Bertmer, Karmazid, Adrian Baxter.  Note that there is not a single style here, but rather a family of resemblances that suggests a mood.  Metal can be washed out parchment or black and white or eye-popping psychedelia, sharply defined line or intricately involuted curve.  But there is everywhere here an energy, a confidence in the face of death and brutality and darkness that renders these subjects beautiful.  



Presenter
Presentation Notes
The heavy metal t-shirts based on the universe of the Dark Souls games illustrate the player desire to live inside an album cover .  Great Grey Wolf Sif becomes a stylized retro metal cover …



Presenter
Presentation Notes
Slain!: Back from Hell, described by its developers as “an interactive heavy metal album cover.”  This has to do with the soundtrack by former Celtic Frost bassist Curt Victor Bryant, but stems even more from its metal-inspired art direction by Andrew Gilmour, a self-described “metal goth” whose entire visual aesthetic is deeply, self-consciously derived from metal.  Dialogue between these two team members is key.



“Hear Now the Requiem of Blood . . .”

Presenter
Presentation Notes
As heavy metal narrative designers, we put our players into heavy metal situations: not so much plots as tableaux (album covers)Castlevania, in particular Rondo of Blood, excels at this: fighting a naked succubus riding a skull that fires laser beams



“Atop the Corpses of Thy Brethren”

Presenter
Presentation Notes
… jumping on a moving carriage and fighting death (cf. Abigail King Diamond cover)Ask yourself: what is the situational fantasy that this album cover inspires?  How could the player be part of it actively?



Inspirations for a Metal World

● Sublime
● Gothic
● Weird
● Grimdark

Presenter
Presentation Notes
So, what does it mean to say that a world is metal?  Tricky, because to define it is to limit it, to put boundaries around something that is about breaking down boundaries.  That said, these are related terms: the Gothic, Grimdark, Dark Fantasy.    



Sublime

Presenter
Presentation Notes
An Aesthetic Experience Beyond Human ComprehensionAnd a Vision of Natural & Cosmic Grandeur in Which Human Beings are Insignificant



The Gothic

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The Gothic is movement of art, literature featuring wild landscapes: ruined architecture: supernatural horror.  



is Metal

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Because metal is derived from the Gothic, and Ravenloft is the Dungeon and Dragons Gothic pocket dimension



Is Metal

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Just as Innistrad is metal because its cards are machine for combining Gothic elements in the Magic: The Gathering multiverse



is Not MetalThe Shire



(But Ringwraiths Are Metal AF)



Melnibone is Metal

Presenter
Presentation Notes
In the Elric saga, Michael Moorcock fuses epic fantasy with Weird Fiction: DECADENT, PSYCHEDELIC, MIND-WARPING In the words of Alan Moore, Melnibone is “WARPED WITH A TOUCH OF FRACTAL HORRORS” AND “FLOURESCENING TOXIC ELF REPELLENT”



is Metal

Presenter
Presentation Notes
A contemporary version of the Gothic worldbuilding aesthetic is Grimdark, derived from the Warhammer 40k motto about “the grim darkness of the far future.” The Anti-Tolkien movement of George R.R.. Martin, Mark Lawrence’s Broken Empire series.  Moorcock begat Warhammer 40k



Yharnam is Gothic, Grimdark, Weird and 
Sublimely Metal

Presenter
Presentation Notes
And Gothic and Grimdark and Weird par excellence



Presenter
Presentation Notes
The original Doom design document summed up the game’s core experience as SCARYFASTDARK, a blurring together of three words (a dark trinity) that expresses the indivisible unity of its core experience.  Dan Pinchbeck’s book takes its title from this word, and it is significant that Pinchbeck is the creator of the most famous indie walking simulator.  DOOM was at is heart about the creation of a unified experience.  



GothicWeirdSublime



Metal Level Design = Surreal Non-Euclidean Nightmare

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Metal worlds also occur at the micro scale, i.e. in level design.  The architecture of madness is metal.  Involuted, staggering structures about to topple over on themselves.  This castle is a creature of chaos.  



The Architecture of Madness

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Metal manifests in level design through the tradition of Gothic architecture, ascending to dizzying heights: Gothic towers, staircases to nowhere.  Always changing, always the same.  



The Mechanics Energize the World

Presenter
Presentation Notes
For a world or a level to be fully metal, it must be energized by the mechanics it orchestrates.  A chain whip is metal, a flaming chain whip moreso.  As brutal and fast-paced as the mechanics look, they must be executed with grace, timing, and precision: like riffs and solos.  



Presenter
Presentation Notes
Devil Daggers has the rhythms of the riff and the grace of the solo: a ballet of circle strafing and explosions of fire.  



Presenter
Presentation Notes
Which brings us to this talk’s title: force and fire, which comes from the invocation “About me flames my father’s face, the star of force and fire.”  The star of force and fire is an invocation from one of Aleister Crowley’s rituals, whose function is to channel fiery energy into the practitioner.  < can leave off, just shortened or at least made to fit>The line alludes to the flaming pentagram (taken here from Doom 3), inverted to signify the calling down of energy into the material world, however seemingly brutal and debased.  



Go forth then . . . 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Such energy is represented by the goat, understood as a sensual and rebellious creature who can bring us delights that have been puritanically outlawed, placing a “bound or outward circumference” around and it is what Black Walter means when he tells us to live deliciously. Go forth then . . . 



And Live Deliciously . . .  

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Alive in the play of contraries between our inner editorial voices and how we break free of them in energetic explosions



Questions in the Wrap-Up Room (3014)
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